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API for Digital Government tools and reports

[1] APIs in Governments: why, what and how  

[2] API Framework for Government

[3] API Framework Self Assessment Tool

APIs are technical enablers of the

Digital Transformation of Government

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/eur-scientific-and-technical-research-reports/application-programming-interfaces-governments-why-what-and-how
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/application-programming-interface-api-framework-digital-government
https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/APIs4DGov-Strategy
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API4IPS work structure
Indicative timeline
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Inception report Interim delivery: 

- API discoverability solutions 

- Guidelines to manage API cycles

Interim delivery:

- API solutions for security

- API solutions for privacy, security (eIDAS) & 

traceability (GDPR) 

Final report

Interim report:

- legal & organizational

WorkshopInterface Workshop Workshop

Legal and organizational aspects

https://www.apidays.fi/
https://www.apidays.co/paris
https://www.apidays.fi/
https://www.apidays.fi/
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APIs for the public sector & APIday
2020 & beyond

Workshop II. API technical essentials

API governance, Security & Specifications

Workshop I. API technical essentials

Public administration & private sector API co-design

Q1 2021: 
API in government: 

privacy, organisational & legal aspects

Keynote: 

- API for the digital transformation of the public sector       

- Reconcile EU data strategy with Green Deal objectives
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REPORTS

DATASETs

TOOLS & SURVEYS

EVENTS

API4DT joinup collection – stay tuned! 

Join our community and stay tuned:

Contact us directly jrc-apis4dgov@ec.europa.eu

mailto:jrc-apis4dgov@ec.europa.eu
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/document/digital-government-benchmark-api-study
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Interim deliverables highlights
API technical essentials

- API management, 

- versioning,

- discoverability
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• Requires:

• The knowledge of the main API 

consumers and final users

• The knowledge of the digital asset 

to share via APIs

• Long-term monitoring and 

maintenance 

• Complete lifecycle management

API as a product
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API Documentation & styles

https://openapi-map.apihandyman.io/

• RPC style (e.g. gRPC)

• Resource style (e.g. REST 

API) 

• Hypermedia style (e.g. 

RESTful API

• Query style (E.g. GraphQL)

• Event-based style (e.g. 

Pub-sub, Message Queue 

Telemetry Transport -

MQTT)

https://openapi-map.apihandyman.io/
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Change management

Breaking changes: Input data, output data, status codes, use 

cases and flow operations 

API versioning: MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH
• MAJOR version when incompatible (breaking) API changes are made

• MINOR version when functionalities are added in a backwards compatible 

manner

• PATCH version when backwards compatible bug fixes are made

Communicating API versioning: Accept header versioning, URL 

path versioning
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The cost of API versioning

At this point the cost become 
unbearable and every change
In services becomes tactical

Knot 

Point to 

point 

Compatible 
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The Government of the Netherlands API guidelines

The Government of New Zealand

The Government of UK

The guidelines of the Whitehouse

Guidelines on API change management

https://geonovum.github.io/KP-APIs/API-strategie-extensies/
https://www.digital.govt.nz/standards-and-guidance/technology-and-architecture/application-programming-interfaces-apis/
https://technology.blog.gov.uk/2016/07/26/considering-our-approach-to-api-iteration/
https://github.com/WhiteHouse/api-standards
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API portfolio management
& self-assessment online tool

https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/APIFrameworkTool

https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/APIFrameworkTool
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API discoverability mechanisms
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API discoverability in government (web search)
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Owner Description Highlights

Antwerp, 

Belgium

The Antwerp City as a Platform portal aims to provide a single portal for all 

government digital services components. This includes APIs.  
Use of AI NLP to discover APIs

Zaragoza, 

Spain

Zaragoza open data portal has been built with an API for the complete open 

data catalogue and encourages consumers (“re-utilizers”) of the city’s data to 

consume data sets via the API 

A community of practice is promoted: reuse of APIs, 

documentation and FAQ, discoverability of apps  

New York, US An API product page that stands as an individual API product portal for 

potential users of the Benefits Screening API.
Clearly definition of intended audience, list of current 

partners and describe API features also in non-technical 

language

Lombardy, Italy The Lombardy region of Italy has developed an open digital ecosystem to 

share APIs that external parties can use to design new products and services
Ecosystem oriented, user-friendly interface for searching 

among

domains  

Victoria, 

Australia 

The Victorian government of Australia has developed a single developer 

portal for publishing all government APIs in a single site. 
Initially internally oriented, clear and user-friendly interface

Denmark DAWA Denmark Addresses web API portal, Denmark discoverability 

strategies describes some of the discoverability components of Denmark’s 

API portal,

Single product (addresses) oriented, API documentation 

include guides, use case description 

France A whole-of-government API catalogue targeting both internal government 

users that may require reusable government APIs to build their next digital 

government services, and external consumers looking for open APIs

User-friendly, clear and guided API catalogue

Netherlands The Netherland Government Developer portal is an initiative created out of 

the cross-government IT standards group in order to encourage reuse of 

APIs by departments

Not just across national government but drawing on 

regional and city APIs as well

Case studies (interviews)

https://acpaas.digipolis.be/nl/home
https://www.zaragoza.es/sede/portal/datos-abiertos/
https://screeningapidocs.cityofnewyork.us/
https://www.e015.regione.lombardia.it/site/index
https://developer.vic.gov.au/
https://dawa.aws.dk/
https://api.gouv.fr/
https://developer.overheid.nl/
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Main conclusions on discoverability

• API discoverability processes are emerging to ensure 

Government APIs uptake

• API discoverability in government is mostly targeting internal 

audiences

• Developer portals are the most widely used discoverability 

mechanism

• API discoverability is acknowledged as enabler of organizations 

interoperability

• API discoverability innovative practices
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Event series #3: 

Legal essentials – API & data portability (GDPR and other legal context)

Next steps

Exploring the legal context of APIs

Tentative date: 28th January 2021
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Thank you!
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